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Protest alleging that evaluation criteria are unduly 
restrictive and improperly favor incumbent is denied where 
agency demonstrates that criteria are reasonably required in 
order to meet its minimum needs and that adequate 
competition exists. Fact that firm may enjoy competitive 
advantage as a result of its incumbency is not legally 
objectionable where advantage does not result from 
favoritism or preferential treatment by agency. 

DECISION 

Cost Engineering Research, Inc. (CER) protests the terms of 
request for proposals (RFP) No. N60921-90-R-A123, issued by 
the Department of the Navy for expert cost analysis services 
to be performed upon complex naval weapons systems that are 
primarily in an early design or conceptual phase. CER 
argues that the RFP's evaluation criteria are unduly 
restrictive and improperly favor the incumbent contractor. 

We deny the protest. 

The RFP, issued as a loo-percent small business set-aside, 
calls for the submission of offers on a cost-plus-fixed-fee 
basis to perform an indefinite quantity, indefinite delivery 
level of effort contract for a period of approximately 5 
years. Award is to be made to the offeror whose proposal 
offers the best value to the government. The successful 
offeror will be required to perform cost analysis on complex 



naval weapons systems prior to the "Milestone 0" phase of 
system development. In essence, the RFP calls for the 
performance of cost analysis services duriny the initial 
design and/or conceptual stage of a weapon system's 
development prior to the time when detailed enyineeriny data 
is available. 

In terms of its evaluation methodology, the RFP provides 
that technical, management and cost factors will be 
evaluatea, that the technical factors are approximately two 
and one half times more important than the Inanagenent 
factors ana that the jnanaye,nent and cost criteria are of 
approximately equal weiyht. Within the technical criterion, 
the RFP Specifies four subfactors listed in aescenaing oraef 
of Gmportance: 1) methoaoloyy; 2) resources; 3) experience; 
ana 4) technology currency. The subfactors are to be 
evaluatea for applicability to five weapons systerns 
technologies, incluaing sensor3, missiles, electronics, fire 
control/avionics, and other systems, listed in oraer of 
importance. rJnder the "inethodoloyy"' subfactor, the RFP 
provides that the ayency will evaluate proposals in liyht of 
the offerors' methoas of performance ana aocumentation of 
prior efforts, with significant preference for a 
aemonstrated capability with "parametric" as oppose3 to 
"cost enyineering" methoaologies.l/ under the "resources" 
subfactor, the RFP proviaes that the ayency will Consider a 
firm's proposea resources for the effort ana will place 
primary emphasis upon the capabilities of a firm's proposed 
inaigiauals rather than upon the firm's corporate 
capabilities. under the "experience" subfactor, the RFP 
proviaes that significant importance will be placea upon 
experience relating to surface navy combat systems.2/ The 
"technology currency" SUbfaCtOr provides that experTence 
with "emerging" technologies will be more important than 
experience with "fielaea" technologies. Aaaitionally, the 

l/ Parametric cost estimating can be usea in earlier stayes 
rn the aevelopment of weapon systems. In this kina of 
estimating, cost is estimatea by exarnininy certain technical 
or physical characteristics (like weiyht, speed, horsepower) 
and their relationship to cost as aevelopea by stuaies of 
past jobs, ana their costs. 

L/ Amendment No. 0003 to the RFP chanyea portions of 
sections "HI' and "L" of the RFP relating to the experience 
of a firm's key personnel. The amenament aeletea the 
requirement that experience be exclusively with complex 
naval weapons systelns and proqiaed that cost analysis 
experience with the weapons systems of other service 
branches was acceptable. 
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RFP provides that experience in all areas is of greater 
value than experience in only one area. 

CER aryues that the RFP’S evaluation methodology improperly 
favors the incumbent ana aoes not permit full and open 
competition. In particular, CER argues that the evaluation 
methoaology places undue emphasis upon experience in 
parametric cost estimating ana that the experience requirea 
must be aemonstratea through the individual capabilities of 
a firm's proposea personnel rather than throuyh a firm's 
corporate experience. CER also aryues that the hierarchical 
listiny of types of weapons systems is unfair to firms 
which have more concentratea experience in only one or a few 
of the types- of weapons systems enumeratea. In essence, CER 
argues that only a firm which has previously performea the 
requirement being solicitea could be in a position to 
aemonstrate the capabilities requirea unaer the RFP's 
evaluation methodoloyy. 

An agency is requirea to specify its neeas ana select its 
procurement approach in a manner aesiqned to promote full 
ana open competition. Interior Elements, Inc,, B-238117, 
Mar, 29, 1990, 90-l CPD lf 341. Where a solicitation 
allegedly favors one firm because of its prior experience as 
an incumbent for the requirement, our Office will examine 
the record to ensure that the competitive aavantage en]oyed 
by a particular firm iS not Clue to any favoritism or 
preferential treatment on the part of the agency. See 
Burnsiae-Ott Aviation Training Center, B-229793, Mar.21, 
1988, 88-l CPD li 236. Restrictive provisions shoula only be 
incluaea to the extent necessary to satisfy the agency's 
minimum neeas. Where, as here, a protester has allegea that 
a solicitation provision iS unduly restrictive, our Office 
requires that the agency proviae its Justification for the 
conclusion that the provision in question is required to 
meet its minimum needs. Ia. Once the agency has satisfiea 
this requirement, we generally require the protester to 
proviae our Office with sufficient evidence to support the 
alleyations made in its protest. In this regara, a 
protester bears the obligation of affirmatively proving its 
case. See A.N.A.M. Inc., B-226936, Nov. 25, 1987, 87-i CPD ' 
ll 522. - 

Here, we conclude that the Navy has aemonstratea that the 
terms of the sub]ect RFP are reasonably requirea in oraer 
for it to satisfy its minimum needs ana that, to the extent 
that the incumbent enJoys a competitive aavantaye by virtue 
of the RFP'S terms, that aavantage is not a result of 
favoritism or preferential treatment on the part of the 
agency. As to the RFP's emphasis on a parametric cost 
analysis, the agency states that the contract in question is 
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for the performance of cost analysis during the 
conceptual/aesign phase of complex weapons systems. 
Consequently, the agency states that parametric cost 
analysis is a more appropriate methodoloyy because the 
requirea cost analysis will be performea at a time when none 
of the engineering and design aetails are known, aetails 
which are essential to the performance of, for example, an 
effective cost engineering analysis. As to the requirement 
for inaiJidua1 versus corporate experience, the agency 
states that it is seeking to acquire the services of 
indiviaual cost analysts who are capable of effectively 
meeting the agency's neeas ana that a firm's corporate 
experience may not accurately reflect the firm's current 
personnel profile in terms of expertise in a given cost 
analysis methodology. The agency therefore states that this 
evaluation criterion will enable it to more effectively 
select a firm with indidiauals possessiny extensive 
experience in the paralnetric cost analysis methoaology. 
Finally, with reyara to the RFP's hierarchical rankiny of 
specific weapons systems, the agency states that this 
ranking 1s basea upon historical data concerniny the 
relative aemand in terms of weapons systems types which will 
be the sub]ect of cost analysis unaer the resulting 
contract. In essence, the ranking of weapons systems 
reflects the agency's assessment of the nature of the work 
to be perfor,nea under the contract. 

Although CER generally aisagrees with the agency's 
conclusion that the KFP's evaluation criteria are 
"appropriate ana necessary," the protester has not provided 
any information which would show that the evaluation 
methoaology unaer the RFP dOeS not properly reflect the 
agency's minimum needs. Specifically, in its comments on 
the ayency report, CER has not even attemptea to rebut the 
ayency's aetailea rationale for its evaluation methodology. 
We therefore find that the protester has not met its 
obligation of affirmatively proving its case. 

We deny the protest. 

James F. Hinchman 
General Counsel 
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